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Introduction

This year’s research track proceedings reflect AMTA’s long-standing tradition of bringing together machine translation researchers, practitioners and users. We invited ten long papers and four short papers for oral presentation, with the authors coming from around the world, and the papers spanning a diverse range of topics. These include improvements to the now-dominant neural machine translation paradigm, which address its lexical accuracy, its handling of morphology and its use of wider context. Meanwhile, we see papers that re-examine machine translation under specific lenses, studying its ability to maintain sentiment, to resist noisy inputs, and to retain user trust.

We have also introduced a new category to the research track proceedings: the Open Source Showcase, with the intent of bringing together the machine translation open source software community, and to highlight their amazing work to the rest of the AMTA community. This year, we are excited to present six open source system descriptions.

It has been a pleasure working with Olga Beregovaya and the rest of the AMTA 2018 organizing committee. We would like to especially thank steering committee members George Foster and Alon Lavie for their advice and support, as well as all the authors and reviewers, whose hard work made this conference possible. Please enjoy this year’s AMTA research track.

Sincerely,

Colin Cherry
Graham Neubig
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